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Determination of Space Centrode of a Coupler Link

I. C. Jong, R. R. Reynolds, and G. P. Adams
University of Arkansas

Abstract

In kinematics, the velocity center of the coupler link of a four-bar linkage in a collinear configuration can-
not be determined solely by the traditional method of velocity center. Such a difficulty is a singularity and a
baffling situation in the teaching of dynamics. This paper points out that three alternative approaches can be used
to resolve this difficulty. The determination of the space centrode of the coupler link of the system considered in-
volves the solution of two simultaneous transcendental equations
ematica.

Introduction

Suppose that the crank AB of the four-bar linkage shown in

and is carried out by using the software Math-

Fig. 1 rotates with a given angular velocity

COAB = -81 k radls

We note that such a linkage has no range of lockup positions. It was shown in earlier studies by Jongl’z that the
angular velocities of the coupler link BD and the output link DE in a collinear configuration, as shown in Fig. 2,
are not amenable to solutions by the traditional method of veloci~ center alone, or by the method of linkage eqw.-
tion for velocities alone. These angular velocities were first solved by the usage of a perturbation method,l  and
then by the combined usage of the method of linkage equation for velocities and the method of linkage equation
for accelerations.2

Based on the studies of Jongla,  it is clear that the velocity center C of the coupler link BD in a collinear
configuration can be determined by the following two alternative approaches: (1) usage of a perturbation method,
(2) combined usage of the method of linkage equation for velocities and the method of linkage equation for accel-
erations. A third alternative approach to determine such a velocity center C is presented in this paper. Specifically,
this one is termed approach (3): combined usage of the method of velocity center and the method of linkage equa-
tion for velocities. Notice that approaches (2) and (3) differ in the combination of methods used.
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Fig. 1 A four-bar linkage with the crank AB in its first revolution
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Fig. 2 The four-bar linkage in its first collinear configuration

The velocity centers of the crank and the output link in Fig. 1 are always located at A and E, respectively,
whereas the velocity center C of the coupler link is simply the point of intersection of the lines Al? and DE. Of
course, the velocity center C approaches infinity whenever the crank and the output link become parallel to each
other but not collinear. This paper shows that the determination of the space centrode  (i.e., the locus of the veloc-
ity center) of the coupler link BD involves the solution of two transcendental simultaneous equations. The solu-
tions are obtained using the software Mat/zernatica.  Thus, the determination of the space centrode of a coupler
link provides an instructor with a nontrivial opportunity to integrate the usage of computers into the teaching of
kinematics.

Equations in the Method of Velocity Center

The velocity center of the coupler link BD is located at the point C, as shown in Fig. 1. By the law of
sines, we can show for a general configuration that

BC =
0.5sin(f31 + 83)

(1)
sin(f31 + es)

By the method of velocity center, we write
—.

De,  =Bce2

For ~ =0.3 m, we have
~ = 0.36,

~
(2)

In the collinear configuration as shown in Fig. 2, we can apply l’H6pital’s  rule and the chain rule of differ-
entiation to Eq. (1) to write

~= ~im  0.5W02  + (33) = ~im 0.5 COS(02  + 63) e2 + e3
Or +0 sin(el + 83) @r+o Cos(el +  03) “$,+63

Since cos O = 1, we obtain, as f3i a O,

E = 0.5
e2 + e,

e,+ 83
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), we get

. .

0.5 ::;
o.3e,= -

1 3 82

(3)

(4)

Even though ~1 is a given known quantity, we see that Eq. (4) still contains the two unknown quantities:

Without knowing the value of 9Z, the value of BC in Eq. (2) remains unknown. Thus, the method of velocity cen-
ter alone is inadequate in locating the velocity center C of the coupler link BD when the four-bar linkage is in a
collinear configuration.
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 ” Linkage Equation for Velocities

If we apply the method of linkage equation for velocities to study the collinear configuration shown in Fig.
2, wewrite

vA=v~=O
VB/A = VB/D + VDIE (5)

Equation (5) yields the linkage equation for velocities as follows:
— .  — .

G91=BD8Z-DE9J

For ~ = 0.3 m, BD = 0.5 m, and DE = 1 m, we write

0.36, = o.5e2 - e, (6)

With @l as a given known quantity, we see that Eq. (6) still contains the two unknown quantities:
bz and 6,

Like the method of velocity center, the method of linkuge equation for velocities alone is similarly inadequate in lo-
cating the velocity center C of the coupler link BD when the four-bar linkage is in a collinear configuration.

Combined Usage of Two Methods

We have just seen that either the method of velocity center or the method of linkage equation for velocities
alone is inadequate in locating the velocity center C. However, by combining the results of these two methods, a
solution can be obtained. We see that Eqs. (6) and (4) yield

e, = 0.582-0 .38,

25@ - loe&7e;  =o

These two equations, in turn, yield

92=:( 1*2 W)0,

e3=+(-lifi)e,

.,: . .- . -

Fig. 4 The four-bar linkage with the crank AB in its second revolution
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Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2), we get

In the~ollinear  configuration, we write
AC= BC-~

AC =
3

-0 .3
2 ~ 4<2

(9)

Therefore, we obtain two possible solutions:

AC =0.0918m or AC = -1.1204m

These two values of AC define the locations of the velocity center C of the coupler link BD when the four-bar
linkage passes its first and second collinear configurations, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 4 illustrates the
configuration of the system soon after it passes the collinear configuration during the second revolution of the
crank AB.

Space Centrode of the Coupler Link: Usage of the Software Mathematical

Recall that the space centrode of the coupler link BD is the locus of the velocity center C(XC, yC) of the cou-
pler link, where C is the point of intersection of the lines AB and DE, as indicated in Fig. 1. It can readily be
shown that

1.2 taneq
‘c = tan~l  + tan(lq

(lo)

1.2 tanel tan03
yc=-

tan61 + taneq (11)

Thus, the investigation of the space centrode  of the coupler link requires the solutions for OS as a function of 61.
Such solutions must come from the solutions of the following two constraint equations:

-0.3 COS(31 + 0.5 COSO* + cose3 = 1.2 (12)

0.3 sinel  -0.5 sin 62 + sin(?~  = O (13)

Writing a computer program for a numerical method to solve these two transcendental simultaneous equations (or
even solving them repeatedly by hand) is time consuming and a great distraction for students from their study of
kinematics. Naturally, the solution is best obtained using available mathematical modeling software. We chose
the software package A4athematica3  to solve Eqs. (12) and (13) because of its flexibility and prevalence.

Software Advantage to Students

A4athematica  uses a high-level programming language. Students can readily use it to solve the constraint
equations for various given values of O1. For example, the input statement calling the function FindRoot to solve
for (3Z and es from Eqs. (12) and (13), for a given value of 01 = 90° = 7c/2, is of the form:

In[l]:=
FindRoot[{-.3’Cos[ Pi/2] + .5*Cos[th2]  + Cos[th3] == 1.2, .3*Sin[Pi/2] - .5* Sin[th2]  + Sin[th3]  == O},
{th2, Pi/3}, {th3, Pi/l O}]

where Pi = n, (?1 is replaced by Pi/2, while t h2 = 8Z
Thus, we set the initial estimated value of t h2 at Pi/3
the input. The output from Mathematical gives

Out[l]=
{th2 -> 1.’

. . .-

and t h3 = f3~. Note that FindRoot uses Newton’s method.
and the initial estimated value of th3 at Pi/l O in the last line of

3346, t h3 -> 0.1 53544}
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Fig. 5 Space centrode of the coupler link and its asymptotes

Thus, the output from Mathematical gives Oz = 64.94° and OS = 8.80° when we set 01 = 90°.

Sets of solutions for f32 and 63 corresponding to the selected values of 61 in the range of O <61< 4Z are
determined using Mathematical. These solutions are substituted into Eqs. (10) and (11) to calculate the locations
(XC, yC), which can then be plotted in any format the student wishes. With this software, the student can get numer-
ical solutions quickly, plot the results, and focus on the meaning of the solution rather than the methods. The re-
sulting space centrode of the coupler link BD is displayed in Fig. 5.

Salient Features of Space Centrode

To facilitate the visualization and discussion of the space centrode of the coupler link BD, we have intro-
duced the directional angle ~ for the coupler link as indicated in Fig. 1. Notice that/? is measured counterclock-
wise from the positive direction of the x axis to the axis of the crank AB. The first revolution of the crank is taken
to be the rotation of the crank for which O S ~ c 360°, whereas the second revolution of the crank is taken to be the
rotation of the crank for which 360° S P <720°. It was pointed out in earlier studies by Jongl’2 that the output link
DE will have completed one cycle of motion only after the crank AB has completed two revolutions.

The resulting space centrode  of the coupler link, displayed in Fig. 5, reveals several salient features. The
jumps and meander in the locus of the velocity center C of the coupler link BD is indeed spectacular. It is of in-
terest to point out in Fig. 5 that:

For O < ~ e 22.62°, C moves from the support at E to travel in the upper right direction, below the asymptote
with a positive slope, to infinity in the first quadrant.
As the crank passes the position ~ = 22.62°, C jumps along the asymptote with a positive slope, from infinity
in the first quadrant down to infinity in the third quadrant.
For 22.62° c fl <337.38°, C moves from infinity in the third quadrant to traverse the space centrode, shown by
the thick solid curve, to finally approach infinity in the second quadrant.
As the crank passes the position ~ = 337.38°, C jumps along the asymptote with a negative slope, from infinity
in the second quadrant down to infinity in the fourth quadrant.
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■ p&~37.38°  < p c 3&)0,  c n-loves frbr-n infifity in the fourth quadrant to travel in the upper left direction, above

the asymptote with a negative slope, to the support at E.
■ Far 360°< ~ <720°, C moves from the support at E to traverse the space centrode shown by the thin solid

curve and to return to the support at E.
■ For ~ >7200, the above features will be repeated for every two revolutions of the crank ~.

Concluding Remarks

This paper points out that the difficulty in finding the velocity center of the coupler link of a four-bar link-
age in its collinear configuration can be resolved by using one of the three alternative approaches. The first two ap-
proaches were implied in previous studies of Jongl’z,  whereas the third approach is presented in this paper.
Moreover, the locus of the velocity center of the coupler link is investigated. By use of the software Mathematical,
the centrode of the coupler link is numerically determined and plotted. The results reveal jumps and meander in
the locus of the velocity center of the coupler link. The investigation of the space centrode provides an instructor
with an excellent opportunity to expose the students to the steps and the advantages of using computer software in
solving problems in engineering.
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